real R-shlfts for right invertible operators have been defined and studied. Here a complex extension of R-shifts for right invertible operators is defined. Fundamental algebraic properties of these R-shifts are given.
Let X be a linear space over the field C of the complex numbers. Denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators which domains and ranges are linear subsets of X. In particular, we shall write: L Q (X) = {A e L(X): dom A=X}. An operator D e L(X) is said to be right invertible if there exists an operator R e L(X) such that DR=I. The set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X) will be denote by R(X). If D e R(X) then we denote by ftp the all right inverses of D. In sequel we shall assume that dim ker D*0 and that all right inverses belong to L Q (X). An operator F e L G (X) is said to be initial for the operator D corresponding to an R e if Let ? CG be the family of all nonempty subsets of the space of complex numbers C which are groups with respect to the addition in C. By 9
we denote the family of all nonempty subsets of C which are semigroups with respect to the addition and are not members of the family For example, the family ? CG contains C and sets {w e C: w = aw 0 ' a e R}, where 0 * w Q e C is an arbitrary fixed complex number. The family contains sets: C A A = < w € C: *,<arg w<*_, 0 s a n, C,, , . \K , 12 1 2 2 1' (# 1> » 2 ) p' where {w e C: Iw|<p,pt0}, 0 a ®2~®i' < 5 n ' {we C:Im w = 0, re w>b>0}u{0}.
In further considerations we shall deal with algebraic properties of these sets only. Here and in the sequel we admit that 0° = 1, and we shall write A(C) instead of sets belonging to families 'eg* Theorem 2. Suppose that all assumptions of the Proposition 2 are satisfied. Then for all h e A(C) the operators c^, s^, ch h , sh^, are uniquely determined on the set P(R) and commute on P(R) with D.
Proof. (ii) c 2 +s 2 = I, h e A(C).
Proof.As an example we prove the first formulae of (i) and
(ii). We have on P(R) : Observe that Theorem 1 implies that on P(R) 
